Orthopedic
Assessment for the upper body
EDMUNDSON Alan
Learn classic assessment techniques for the neck,
shoulder and elbow. Lavishly produced and filled with
beautiful 3-D animations that show exactly which
structures are involved. Alan will walk you through a
logical progression of testing that will reveal the
underlying pathology with crystal clarity.
Each section is divided into Subjective Assessment,
Observation, Tests, Special Tests and Palpation. This
includes tests such as passive range-of-motion, active
range-of-motion, strength tests, nerve conduction
tests, neck facet joint assessment, impingement tests
for the rotator cuff, ligament tests and more. 109 total!
You will also learn which questions to ask, and exactly
what the answers indicate. Each assessment is clearly
demonstrated and explained, so you can quickly apply
the techniques to your practice.
Total 2 hrs. Expand your assessment knowledge with
this encyclopaedic resource!
RRP $66.00

special
$59.40
plus p&h

Review: "Any healthcare practitioner involved in
treating soft-tissue disorders will find these DVD's a
wonderful resource to have on hand and very
beneficial in helping to treat clients. " Allan Hudson,
ATMS News
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Orthopedic
Assessment for the lower body
EDMUNDSON Alan
Learn classic assessment techniques for the ankle,
knee, hip and spine. Lavishly produced and filled with
beautiful 3-D animations that show exactly which
structures are involved. Alan will walk you through a
logical progression of testing that will reveal the
underlying pathology with crystal clarity.
Each section is divided into Subjective Assessment,
Observation, Tests, Special Tests and Palpation. This
includes tests such as passive range-of-motion, active
range-of-motion, strength tests, nerve conduction tests,
spinal facet joint assessment, knee meniscus
assessment, ligament tests and more. 140 total!
You will also learn what questions to ask, and exactly
what the answers indicate. Each assessment is clearly
demonstrated and explained, so you can quickly apply
the techniques to your practice!
2.5 Hours of Assessment! Expand your assessment
knowledge with this encyclopaedic resource!
RRP $66.00

special
$59.40
plus p&h

Review: "This material provides valuable, useful and
practical tuition, which will give you further confidence
in your work and better results for your clients as you
apply these protocols in your clinic." Allan Hudson,
ATMS
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